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TOPIC: GULLIVER SETS OUT FOR THE SOUTH SEAS             DATE: 08.02.2021 

A. CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION:  15x1=15 
 

1. Find out the appropriate word for the given meaning: “show the direction(using a map,etc) 

in which a ship should go”. 

a) Destination           b)Navigation        c)Arrival 

 

2. Find out the appropriate word for the given meaning: ”a long journeys to far places by sea 

routes”. 

a) voyages                b)travelling        c)walking 

 

3. When did Gulliver join as ship’s surgeon? 

a)4th May 1699                  b)4th May 1788                  c)5th May 1699  

       4.   With whom did Gulliver join as ship’s surgeon? 

              a)William Prichard              b) William Richard          c) Richard Perkins 

     5.  Captain William Prichard asked Gulliver to join as ship’s surgeon on a voyage to the ________. 

             a) South Seas           b) North Seas           c) East Seas 

     6.  The ship’s name was ____________. 

              a) Moose                b)  Elk               c)  Antelope 

       7.   Gulliver was very excited because this was the sort of ____________ that he wanted. 

              a)  adventure                b) vocation          c) occupation  

        8.  William Prichard’s ship was struck by a _____________. 

              a) iceberg                 b) violent storm              c)  huge whale 

       9. Where did William Prichard’s ship got hit by a violent storm? 

              a) Africa                  b)  Australia               c)  America 



       10.  What happened to the people in the ship once it got hit by the storm? 

                  a)they were thrown upon a rock                        

                  b) they fell into a pit                      

                  c)they got drowned in the ice cold water  

        11. The ship ________ and sank. 

                 a) split             b) broke           c)departed   

        12.  Most of the crew died, but Gulliver and ________ others got into the ship’s boat. 

                  a)five                   b)six                c)four 

         13. They were however at the mercy of the wind and the wave and the boat _________. 

                   a)overturned                  b) split apart     c) sank into the sea 

         14. He was so tired that he lay down on the _______ and fell asleep.  

                   a) floor                  b)bed               c)grass 

          15. Gulliver was the ___________ of four brothers. 

                 a) third                 b) second             c) fourth 
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